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As We See It:
Prospective Content Area Teachers
Address the Question: 'Why me?'
BY NICOLA FINDLEY
Author's Note: The author wishes to thank the following for their valuable contributions:
Dan Draper, Heather Jeffery, Adam Lincoln, Rebecca Logan, Scott Lombard, Marcy
Prediger, Brian Priehs, BJ Reynolds, Rebekah Rathman-Wingrove, and Stephanie Zehner
(students in the content area reading course.)

I

recently had the pleasure of teaching a content area literacy course for prospective secondary school teachers. As students worked to outline their personal rationales for taking content area literacy seriously, they
asked me to share some of their thinking with their future colleagues and the professional community. We
hope current and future teachers may find stimulating ideas here. Perhaps other prospective teachers might join
this conversation.

Course Emphases
First, I shall give a little background about the
course. This course took seriously calls for broadening the content of such methods classes to a
larger consideration of literacy issues and to an
exploration of multiple texts, in addition to teaching reading strategies (Bean, 2000). It embedded
content area literacy within larger school, disciplinary, and societal contexts and drew on case studies
and a service learning component to highlight the
sociocultural nature of language and literacy (Purcell-Gates, 1995). It emphasized multiple literacies
and discourses (Gee, 1989). It also asked students
to consider the cultures and communities of the
various disciplinary and school-subject communities they were entering. Finally, the course was
designed to counter the resistance to content area

reading often shown by secondary teachers who
consider it, for various reasons, to be peripheral to
their central instructional purposes (0 'Brien and
Stewart, 1992).
The final assignment asked students to summarize
their thinking about the importance of content area
literacy from the perspective of their particular subject
area, in an authentic form such as a letter to students,
a handout to parents, or a portfolio statement. It is
from these assignments that I have excerpted the
prospective teacher comments discussed below. Two
broad themes emerged from the writing of these
prospective teachers: (1) the importance ofliteracy
for the teaching and learning of subject matter, and
(2) the importance of literacy in itself. These are not
new emphases, but I believe it is both informative and
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encouraging to hear the voices of those entering the
field.

Literacy for Learning's Sake
These education students understood literacy-reading, writing, speaking, listening, and visual representation-to be vital for all learning at the high
school level. They spoke generally about learning and
specifically about teaching their own content areas,
such as math, social studies, science, and music, at
the secondary level. Can you give evidence from their
work for this claim?

Reading, Writing, and Discussing to Learn
Brian argued that "literacy strategies and skills must
be taught by every content area teacher in order to
build the foundation for ... success" and Heather
noted that "failure in reading and writing in the early
grades can lead to failure in later schooling." Marcy
said "students use reading, writing, and discussion
skills everyday. They become an integral part of
education and need to be constantly refined." These
students would agree with Pearson that literacy is
foundational knowledge, required for learning in all
subjects (Pearson, 2001 ).
More specifically, students spoke of different literacy
skills as important to the gathering and retention of
information. Stephanie wrote to her future students
that "writing ... will help you to spend more time
thinking about your answers and process them into
your long-term memory," and BJ argued that "writing
after reading is an important part of being an active
reader ... it lets [students] get what they are thinking
out onto paper." He also said classroom discussion
allows students to express their thoughts. This is a
vision of a social-constructivist classroom in which
literacy is integral to learning.
Adam argued for the use of supplemental literary texts
in history to move students beyond memorization
towards "the ability to think critically about what
they learn. Thinking critically cannot happen in an
environment where students are introduced to just 'the
facts."' Others also spoke of the need to use multiple
texts to encourage higher order and critical thinking
skills.
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Students spoke about the need for multiple texts and
materials to address diverse student learning styles
and multiple intelligences. Additionally, Scott argued
that "it is also necessary for future teachers to recognize that the language we use is often times confusing
and incomprehensible to students. We may sometimes
forget that not everyone has had the advantages we
may have had and that even some very simple textbooks in our class may present a barrier to learning
for some of our students."
These prospective teachers here present multiple
views of literacy within the "reading- and writingto-learn" framework. Such views reflect the various
levels or purposes of literacy and texts outlined in the
research literature (Raphael & Hiebert, 1996; Wells,
1990). For example, they describe literacy as being
vitally important for learning in all school subjects.
This is in many ways a functional view of literacy for
learning-literacy skills as tools for school survival.
They speak of the informational and meaning-construction purposes of literacy for deeper thinking and
communicating in all subject areas. And they address
critical literacy issues in which texts are part of a
larger set of cultural practices and certain texts can
promote "literate thinking."

Disciplinary Learning and Literacy
The notion of disciplinary literacy is one that these
prospective teachers found compelling. Across
subject areas, they spoke of introducing students to
the language and ways of thinking and working that
characterize their discipline, of helping students to
become members of that particular disciplinary "club"
(Holmes Group, 1990). This emphasizes a more critical aspect of literacy and teaching, raising the idea
that many students need help accessing the various
disciplinary communities of school and being successful within these.
Dan noted that the specialized terminology of mathematics helps student understanding "by creating a
common language" and a learning community. This
same language, however, can be a barrier to learning
for those who have not learned the vocabulary and
conventions and cannot access the community.
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Rebekah viewed her role as a music teacher as
helping students use literacy strategies to "become
musically literate and become members of the music
disciplinary club." She defined this in terms of being
able to critically discuss, read about, and write about
subjects relating to music as well as perform. It
included knowiedge of music technical vocabulary,
performance, technique, history, and theory. Heather
likewise understood that "students learn to read music
almost like learning a second language" and "that
all students who share the same interest in the love
of music can belong to the community." Rebekah
also drew on literacy research (Rosenblatt, 1978) to
emphasize "both the aesthetic and analytic side of
music (to) help students of music to gain a full appreciation of the subject."

many [health and science] topics" and Scott thought
they would help them appreciate a historical era.
Becky wrote that science journals and newspaper
articles can "show that science is always changing
and that chemistry in particular has new developments
occurring often." BJ argued that writing for authentic
purposes and audiences can provide real world connections and motivation and that reading authentic
texts such as primary source material in history can
"expand [students'] historical literacy." In speaking
specifically about their own subject areas, then, these
prospective secondary teachers identified functional,
informational, and critical purposes for emphasizing
literacy to support student learning in specific school
subjects.

Adam argued that students of history need to work
with primary and secondary sources as historians
do, because it the best way to understand a historical
situation and because "if students learn how to do
this, then they are part of the club to which historians
belong. Literacy in this sense has gone from merely
being functional to being critical." He also understood
literacy as involving being "able to function and
understand at a proficient level in many different
subjects-not just the three R's. In this framework of
literacy, very few of us are [fully] literate."

As these prospective teachers recognized the importance of literacy strategies in content area learning, so
they also recognized the importance of literacy in and
for itself. They approached this from the perspectives
of both literate individuals and a literate society.

Along with this critical literacy emphasis on access to
disciplinary communities, there was also recognition
of the more functional level of literacy. Becky focused
on helping students to use literacy strategies for better
content area learning. She told her future chemistry
students that "reading a textbook that switches
between written languages of English to a written
math language can be difficult. In this class you will
develop the skills to succeed at this," and she gave
examples of strategies she would teach and identified
examples of general and technical vocabularies in her
subject.
Similarly, at more of an informational level, many
argued that literacy improved subject matter learning
by extending and deepening student understanding
of the content. For example, Marcy said young adult
novels might "give the students a different angle on
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Literacy for Literacy's Sake

Literate Individuals
Education students were asked to explore everyday
literacy in various ways, to read about different
experiences of literacy, and to work with students
in an alternative high school. Again they showed an
understanding of multiple layers of literacy. Stephanie
wrote of the functional aspects, reading and writing
for survival in our text-based society and workplace,
saying "to be a literate person means you are able
to comprehend the surrounding world and function.
... Whether you are a businessman or a cab driver,
literacy is required for all forms of work and careers."
Scott spoke of the informational aspects of literacy
as "a way to continually learn and keep the brain
active ... a person that reads is a person that will
be informed about the world." Becky said, "I have
always thought of being literate as being able to read
the words on a page, but there is more to literacy than
just that ... I now see literacy as the way people are
able to pass an idea or instructions to another person
or many other people." Literacy involves communication and understanding across time and space.
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Rebekah expanded on how "the concept of 'multiple
literacies' means that people have different ways
or levels of incorporating literacy into their lives"
and that "culture and society plays a big role in how
a person is literate." Our education students met
people with a variety of attitudes towards literacy
and schooling that introduced them to these different
literacies. Becky worked with a student who seemed
unmotivated by any desire to read or improve his
limited literacy skills and was supported by a peer
culture of friends who similarly felt that reading could
not improve their lives.
Stephanie worked closely with a young mother who
was also non-literate, but who had returned to school
because she wanted to learn to read books to her son.
Heather interviewed several people for whom literacy
was life-changing and argued that literacy "is very
important, it is an enabler. It allows people to achieve
anything." These first-hand experiences of the power
of literacy in individual lives made a considerable
.
.
1mpress10n.
This critical aspect of literacy as empowering individuals was a frequent theme. Adam argued for more
equitable funding of education and high expectations
for all students, saying that it "is unfortunate and an
injustice to [some] students that so little is expected of
them." Brian argued that "content area teachers should
assume the responsibility of teaching literacy due to
the neglect ... of reading and writing outside of the
English classroom" and because, "one must ask, 'Is
literacy not the most important skill that individuals
possess in order to express their thoughts, convictions,
and passions?' Then why is it that this freedom that
comes along with literacy is not more stressed and
understood in our school system?" These prospective
students are passionate advocates for the literacy of
all the children they will teach.
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literate communities." Illiteracy was understood to
be a societal as well as individual problem. Rebekah
understood that a "literate society is a society that is
critically literate and can use literacy to function."
For these prospective teachers there was a strong
commitment to working for access and literacy for
all students, recognizing, as Dan noted, that "literacy,
schooling, and community are all interdependent" and
that some children need help accessing the cultures
and codes of literacy and therefore of disciplinary
and school success. Working in the alternative high
school, interviewing diverse people about their experiences, and reading about non-literate communities
(Purcell-Gates, 1995), opened prospective teachers
to some of the range of literacies and purposes for
literacy in our society.

Concluding Thoughts
These prospective students also read Lois Lowry's
young adult novel The Giver_(Lowry, 1993) and
considered the themes of community, education, and
literacy as portrayed in that society. Brian quoted
from the novel:
But the most conspicuous difference
was the books. In his own dwelling, there
were the necessary reference volumes that
each household contained: a dictionary, and
the thick community volume which contained descriptions of every office, factory,
building, and committee. And the Book of
Rules, of course" (Lowry, 1993, p.74).

Literate Society

He then reflected on the superficial and merely
functional nature of life in the community that "went
through its daily routines and did not ask questions.
They did not wish to learn more than what was necessary" and how the loss of books is linked to the loss
of memory for the community and of imagination and
freedom of the mind for the individuals within it.

Just as literacy was seen as both functional and
empowering for individuals, so it was seen in both
functional and critical terms for society. There was the
idea that "it is essential for a literate society or community to operate together to keep order in the world"
and Dan noted that "literate students contribute to

These prospective teachers argue passionately about
the importance of literacy and books for the enrichment of their subject-matter teaching and for the
contributions to individual and societal life. They, like
Lowry, want to enrich their students with the aesthetic elements of their subject matter as well as the
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functional. They want to empower individuals. They
want a society, as well as individuals, critically as
well as functionally literate. And they are committed
to becoming content area teachers of literacy to help
bring this about. I applaud their passion and support
their endeavors. And I hope their voices inspire
other prospective teachers who are going beyond the
functional "how to" of content area literacy strategies
to the more critical "why."
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